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About TRANSIT: 

TRANSIT is an international research project that aims to develop a theory of 
Transformative Social Innovation that is useful to both research and practice. It is co-
funded by the European Commission and runs for four years, from 2014 until 2017. The 
TRANSIT consortium consists of 12 partners across Europe and Latin America. For more 
information, please visit our website: http://www.transitsocialinnovation.eu/. 

 

About this Document/ Disclaimer: 

This is a summary of a case study report on La Vía Campesina. Both, the case study reports 
and this summary, were guided by empirical research questions based upon a preliminary 
conceptual framework of the TRANSIT-project. These questions concern inter alia: 

1. Emergence of Social Innovation 
2. Transformative Social Innovation dynamics 
3. Agency in (Transformative) Social Innovation 

This summary presents the interpretations of the researchers, and does not necessarily 
reflect the views and nuances of the initiatives and respondents themselves. For a full 
account of each transnational network and local case, including interview quotes and 
expressed nuances by respondents, we refer to the case study report, which is available 
via communication.transit@ihs.nl. Both the case study report, as well as this summary 
document, are the basis for future research activities and publications. 
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1. Introduction to La Vía Campesina

In the last two decades, visions of food sovereignty have inspired the origin of social 
movements, policy innovations, new experiments and debates. The perspective of food 
sovereignty is thinking by many authors as a ‘dynamic process’, without a clear 
conceptual and practical definition (Edelman 2014). Many social and rural movements 
adopted this concept as “the right of peoples, countries or unions of states to define 
their agricultural and food policy, without dumping towards third countries”. Many 
articles describe and analyze the case study. Some are focused on the study of the agro-
ecological position in terms of their socio-productive practices for e.g., the authors of 
Latin American Scientific Society of Agroecology-SOCLA like Altieri, Rosset, Martínez-
Torres, Osorio, and Lastrada. Others authors focused on the right of alimentation 
(Aguirre, P.; Filardi, M), and the agro-economic system of food production (Campbell 
and LeHeron, 2007; Fisher, 2007; Sylla, 2014). Mainly, the Marxist authors are the ones 
who analyze disputes and power struggles presented by the international peasant 
movement. 
 
In the 90s, the initiative of La Vía Campesina (‘the way of the peasant’ - LVC) emerged 
as an international movement of peasants with the main objective of opposing the 
prevailing global economic system - neoliberalism - and to defend the inclusive rural 
development. Gradually, the peasant movement created or rebuilt a proposal of food 
sovereignty for proactive intervention based on agroecology as a “peasant way of life". 
The movement is based on the Cuban experience (ANAP) which developed the 
teaching-learning ‘farmer to farmer’ (‘campesino a campesino’) methodology to 
learning by doing and by interacting.  
 
Currently, the LVC initiative is extended territorially in 73 countries and about 164 
organizations. And local manifestations differ substantially in the way they have 
generated social innovations to achieve social transformation. LVC is the international 
network of groups and organizations of smallholder peasant farmers that addresses 
public policies on food and agriculture and promotes the concept of Food 
Sovereignty, the right of peoples to healthy and culturally appropriate food 
produced through sustainable methods and their right to define their own food and 
agriculture systems. 
 

The global movement of peasant farmers has various manifestations. This summary 

report will focus on La Vía Campesina movement and two local manifestations quite 

different from each other, the “Peasant Movement of Santiago del Estero” (MOCASE- 

Argentina) and “MAGOSZ” of Hungary. The research reviews the emergence, evolution 

and organization of each organization. MOCASE is currently one of the cases that the 

international movement LVC shows when thinking agroecology in the territories. On the 

other hand, MAGOSZ was only registered in 2005 in LVC as an observer member under 

the coordination of the European peasant and rural organisation, Confédération 

Paysanne Européen (later renamed as European Coordination of La Vía Campesina) 

advocates for strengthening small-scale family farmers in the given historical, economic, 

social and political context of Hungary. 
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La Vía Campesina International Network 

Figure 1: LVC members around the world 

Source: Website La Vía Campesina  

 

Figure 2: Case demarcation of La Vía Campesina Movement  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Source: Created by the authors based on LVC primary documents and interviews. 
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2. The Emergence of Social Innovation 

La Vía Campesina (LVC) emerged in 1993 as an international movement of 
peasants, small and medium producers, rural women, indigenous people, landless 
people, rural youth and agricultural workers in order to oppose the economic 
system –neoliberalism- and to advocate for territorial development based on 
human rights and greater social equity. Its main social innovations are social 
mobilization and building support networks to strengthen an alternative food 
production system based on sustainable rural development, which seeks to achieve 
food sovereignty from the strengthening of local identities. 

 

Timeline 1.  Transnational Network of La Vía Campesina 

Source: Created by the authors based on LVC primary documents and interviews. 

 

Martinez-Torres and Rosset said that the evolution of LVC consists of five main 
phases: 
 

1. State withdrawal from rural areas created autonomous peasant 
organisations first in Latin America, and then at a global scale (1980ies) 

2. Peasant organisations participate on international debates (1990ies) 
3. Leadership role in global struggles (from 2000) 
4. Organisational strengthening, internal re-structuration (2004–2008) 
5. Self-definition and self-identification as an opposition to transnational 

corporations (from 2008): peasant internationalism. 
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The struggle is for food sovereignty, for the environment and health. In each 
phase, the global movement suggested options such as direct action for peaceful 
purposes (march, protest or occupation); exchange of native seeds; educational 
training on a transnational company and its impacts on their school, local food co-
op or farmers market; the projection of Marie-Monique Robin's film, "The World 
According to Monsanto"; asking the media not to broadcast Monsanto's or other 
similar companies' commercials; and carrying out small actions like planting a 
garden as a form of resistance to TNCs. These options were combined with a 
request of "creativity" to generate new strategies. 
 

In this context, the two local experiences analyzed represent strong peasant 
organization experiences in Argentina (MOCASE) and Hungary (MAGOSZ). The 
emergence of both organizations involved a change in social relations and showed 
new ways of doing and organizing, achieving visibility of farmers and forming 
networks with other sectors of society. Both organizations provide support and 
containment structure for local communities/groups, in ongoing coordination with 
regional and transnational networks in the struggle against global capitalism and 
neoliberalism. Is worth mentioning that MAGOSZ (Hungary) is not a direct 
member of LVC, some of its member were/are in strong collaboration with the 
European Coordination of LVC, and the objectives of this local organization are 
closely linked to the objectives of the network and their dynamics of social 
organization. 

 
 

3. Transformative Social Innovation dynamics 

The international movement La Vía Campesina has generated various social 
innovations, both to fight against neoliberalism and to strengthen farmers' 
production knowledge and build new techno-productive alternatives that reflect 
their disputes against agribusiness. In this context, social change is based on the 
construction of popular power and the recovery of dignity, as a way to confront the 
hegemonic model.  
 
LVC considered necessary to develop a common vision from the peasantry and 
fight for it: food sovereignty, defense of the land and opposition to the model of 
social exclusion of agribusiness. In order to achieve this goal, the main strategy of 
the movement is the grassroots training, focused on young people, through 
processes of “learning by doing” or learning through interaction; which both aimed 
to the political and productive aspects that occurs in different spaces. In this sense, 
LVC, as an international social movement articulator of peasant base, has enabled 
socio-productive changes in rural areas.  
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In this framework, MOCASE and MAGOSZ, the local cases, allow to highlight the 
social innovations generated at local and national level in the fight against 
agribusiness and the empowerment of farmers, enhancing and disseminating their 
knowledge and traditional practices. In both initiatives can be seen how 
organizations allow to stop (and make visible) eviction attempts (in the Argentine 
case) and land speculation (in the Hungarian case), ensuring that peasants and 
farmers have access to land and more control over it. Therefore in both cases the 
organization within the framework of these initiatives represents a fundamental 
change in the lives of rural families, a social innovation that is embodied in the 
possibility of constructing an alternative production involving participation, 
organization, mobilization, local/traditional knowledge. 
 

 

“We are the land” 
 

Movement of La Via Campesina 
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4. Agency in (Transformative) Social Innovation 

The vision of social transformation in the LVC movement seeks to empower farmers 
by giving them the tools and strategies to defend their land rights, preserve their 
way of life, and promote a comprehensive reform linked to a new production 
system and agro-ecology. 
   
The agency to an explicit internal level of LVC refers to empower the farmers to 
generate social change in the form of production based on collective reflection and 
development of new production practices (such as agroecology), from questioning 
deeply who produce, for whom they produce and how it is produced in the world 
today. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
At the same time, it is intended that the struggle for "the land" is a flag understood 
in broad, shared, common terms, and both a means production and a way of life. At 
this level, the training of "farmer to farmer" to empower peasants has been key, 
their knowledge and skills are conceived at the same level as the scientific and 
technological knowledge. They are different kinds of knowledge, but one does not 
prevail over the other.  
 
The agency at an external explicit level refers to disempower large landowners and 
transnational agricultural and food companies from promoting a new form of 
sustainable and inclusive production. In this sense, LVC has developed explicit 
strategies for agency:  
 

1) Communication networks about the struggles in the territories to 
confront the media monopolies;  

2) Collaborative networks on the agroecological proposal linked to 
universities and other research and development organizations to 
support and validate the proposal;  

3) Training networks for other external social actors to LVC.At an internal 
implicit level, the main strategies to empower peasants are: The 
territorial organization of each Member and encouraging creativity to 
create new intervention strategies and social change.  

“La Via Campesina believe that to address the major challenges (...) 
in the international struggle -in the struggle in defense of seeds, 
water, biodiversity ... we have to increase our analytical capabilities 
to work with the nature. (...)So we challenge ourselves to build an 
international struggle of peasants. We want to train in the way of La 
Vía Campesina and each organization will train their own way. We 
must make a collective effort to see how we will make it happen"  
 

Edigio Brunetto in MINAGRI, 2015. 
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At an external implicit level, it is intended that LVC is linked with other social actors 
to permeate the techno-productive existing matrices. As can be seen in local 
initiatives, the participation and coordination in communication networks, 
collaboration and training becomes fundamental in social transformation of these 
processes. Participation in international forums, congresses and assemblies involve 
formative experiences that offer opportunities for local involved to know about 
new issues and find new ways of doing with the aim of further strengthening and 
developing sustainable agriculture or agro-ecology and achieve food sovereignty. 
Participation in these networks also allows these experiences to be made visible, 
contributing to the transformation of society to disseminating alternative forms of 
production and consumption. Thus, LVC empower peasants as part of a new logic 
that disputes with capitalism and neoliberalism. In this sense, what is clear from the 
cases analyzed (both international initiative as local initiatives), is that the dispute 
over the territory, food sovereignty and sustainable agriculture or agro-ecology, 
seeks social change that allows the construction of a democratic and egalitarian 
society. Therefore, empowerment of farmers implies disempowerment of large 
landowners and companies (domestic and foreign), and presents an innovation in 
the way we produce, consume and connect with the land and the environment. 
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